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The problem wiTh 

mooCs

Dr Jeff Borden examines the 

hype and predicts the future of 

Massive Open Online Courses.

sTephen heppell 

inTerview

An excerpt of our 

interview with leading 

educator Stephen Heppell

Welcome to the first issue of Always Learning magazine for 2014. If you have 
read our magazines in 2013 you’ll already know that you’ll find education-related 
news, articles on topical subjects, a lifestyle section and an overview of Pearson 
resources, every term. To all our new readers, welcome to the Always Learning 
2014 back to school issue.

This issue is a great one to keep and reference for professional development 
throughout the year; make sure to review What’s New in Pearson Professional 
Learning on page 2. There are new events added all the time, so check in at 
www.pearson.com.au/pl to discover upcoming events in your state.

We took the opportunity of Stephen Heppell’s recent trip to Australia to ask 
him a few questions about the role of technology in learning and the shape of 
education in the future. The full interview is on the Always Learning Newsroom, 
but you can find an excerpt on page 5.

Other articles include Dr Jeff Borden’s take on the future of Massive Open 
Online Courses (MOOCs), Rob Sieben’s discussion of 21st Century learning and 
the Always Learning team’s fun must-haves for back to school.

We have a lot planned for 2014 and look forward to having you along 
for the ride! If you have any comments or feedback, or if you are 
interested in contributing to Always Learning magazine, please email me at 
alwayslearning@pearson.com.au.

Malcolm Parson, Head of Content Creation 
Pearson Australia – Schools Division
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WHAT’S NEW IN 
PEARSON PROfESSIONAL 

LEARNING fOR 2014

AdventUreS in eArly 
Childhood
register online:  
www.pearson.com.au/pl/earlychildhood2014

The conference will bring together leading 
educators in the field of early learning who 
are passionate about teaching children in the 
foundation years of their schooling, including 
keynote presenter Dr. Noella Mackenzie.

Explore contemporary research in creative 
thinking and its impact on improving student 

outcomes in the early years of learning (ages 4-7). Enhance creative 
thinking for children in your classroom through best practice, the 
Australian Curriculum and current research.

20 & 21 marCh nsw | 27 & 28 marCh Qld 
1 & 2 may viC |  8 & 9 may wa

lile2014: the leAderS in 
literACy edUCAtion 
register online:  
www.pearson.com.au/pl/lile2014
This Pearson Leaders in Literacy Education Conference brings 
together leading national and international educators in language 
and literacy education. The conference will provide opportunities 
for educators to explore the latest research in language and literacy 
education and how this connects to classroom practice.

Empower f-12 students to understand the notion of meaning 
making, giving them the skills to become effective communicators in 
our multi-literate world.

Choose from  up to 30 concurrent sessions that will provide new 
and innovative ways to engage learners K-12

5 & 6 may nsw | 22 & 23 may viC   
26 & 27 may Qld | 29 & 30 may sa

2014 ConferenCes – book now, plaCes are limiTed

earlybird registration and groups of 5+  
receive 15% off any event
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2014 workshops

These are some of the highlights from the 2014 workshop calendar. you 
can browse the full selection online at: www.pearson.com.au/pl

find the full list of events and register online at:
www.pearson.com.au/pl

21st Century skills: thinking skills, 
motivation and engagement 

Critical and Creative Thinking: developing 
Thinking to support the australian Curriculum 

MAY Melbourne | MAY Canberra 
JUNE Hobart | JUNE Adelaide

developing Thinking and understanding:  
an introduction to philosophy for Children 

MARCH Melbourne | MARCH Adelaide  
MARCH Canberra | APRIL Hobart

maximising student engagement and learning 
– putting research into practice 

MARCH Perth

motivating the unmotivated 

fEBRUARY Sydney | MARCH Melbourne 
MARCH Perth | MARCH Brisbane

Transforming learning in schools 

fEBRUARY Perth

using Thinking Tools to promote excellence  
in learning 

MARCH Sydney

digital learning

how to Create successful learning in your 
Classroom using digital strategies 

MARCH Brisbane

instructional design for beginners - planning 
innovative units of learning for students! 

fEBRUARY Brisbane | fEBRUARY Hobart 
MARCH Melbourne

educating boys

educating boys for successful learning 

MARCH Adelaide | MARCH Hobart

Teaching boys to write and write well! 

MARCH Sydney

art and music

adventures in art and music with Technology 

MARCH Sydney

adventures with ipads in art and music 

MARCH | MAY Melbourne

wellbeing and resilience

bounce back! 

fEBRUARY Brisbane | MARCH Adelaide 
MARCH Perth 

bounce back! phase Two – refreshing  
your program

MARCH Melbourne | APRIL Sydney

english and literacy

an introduction to fountas & pinnell’s levelled  
literacy intervention 

MARCH | AUGUST | OCTOBER Melbourne 
MAY Hobart

digital storytelling to Captivate  
your students – primary 

fEBRUARY Melbourne

Teaching spelling using words Their way:  
level 1 – 10 easy steps to implementation 

fEBRUARY Brisbane | fEBRUARY Darwin 
MARCH Adelaide | MARCH Hobart 
MARCH Melbourne | APRIL Perth 
JUNE Perth

integrating words Their way into your word 
work program: a practical approach! 

fEBRUARY Canberra | fEBRUARY Mackay

words Their way level 2 : 10 weeks  
of instruction 

fEBRUARY Brisbane | MARCH Adelaide  
MARCH Melbourne | APRIL Perth
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LIfESTYLE

BACK TO SCHOOL
Breeze Back into the classroom 
with these Back to school 
essentials

02 04

03

There’s nothing you can do about traffic, or people behaving badly 
on the road, or a packed train. But you can easily take your mind  
off it with an audio book or a good Podcast.

Expand your horizons with Stuff you Missed in History Class - a 
compelling Podcast on a variety of historic events and people and 
available on iTunes for free. 

Or try Audible for a truly astounding range of audio books, radio 
plays, famous speeches and other audio content! Plans start from 
just USD $14.95 per month www.audible.com

Being a teacher involves spending a lot of time on your feet, which 
means comfortable shoes are essential. Whether your preference is 
for sandals, sneakers or sensible heels, there are some great online 
stores where you can browse a range of men’s and women’s shoes 
designed with both fashion and comfort in mind and have them 
delivered to your door.  www.comfortplusfootwear.com.au 
and www.hushpuppies.com.au

Keep a Spritta apple slicer ($7.99) 
at school to quickly create fresh 
apple wedges for lunch or recess 
www.ikea.com.au

sensational 
stationery

save your soles
conquering  
the commute

Delicious Deals01
Need to travel from room to 
room and don’t want ink stains in 
your pocket? We love this Smiggle 
Babushka Hardtop Pencil Case 
($14.95) www.smiggle.com.au
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THE POWER Of THE 
LEARNERS’ vOICE

we interviewed stephen heppell on his recent visit to australia and asked him about 
tomorrow’s learners, the classrooms of  the future and how you can guide students 

to help with their own learning. 

how will learners of Tomorrow differ 
from learners of yesTerday? and how do 
TeaChers prepare for Them?

There’s no ripple in the gene pool. We have the same kids today 
as we had in the past, with the same DNA. However, the world is 
different. The first big change is that we know about processes for 
learning better, so kids will be less tolerant of things that are palpably 
useless. That makes them not critical, but questioning. Even today, 
we ring a bell and expect all the kids in the school to be hungry 
at the same time. We wouldn’t expect that from a thousand rats 
in a laboratory, so why do we expect it of kids? Kids are beginning 

continued >

to become critical and questioning of processes because they’re 
beginning to understand more how their own brains work.

I remember being told when I was a kid that your brain peaks at 
about 17, and it’s all downhill after that! We know now that kids 
actually keep on learning. That meta-cognition of understanding of 
learning doesn’t peak until the mid-seventies, presuming nothing else 
goes wrong.

Today’s and tomorrow’s learners are going to be really critical of 
bad practice. They’re also global learners. They’re comfortable with 
grazing media and content from around the world, wearing clothes 
branded from companies around the world. I’ve had the privilege 
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learning – this couldn’t be a ‘cooler’ time to learn. Today’s media 
presents us with a range of options and modes of communication 
for learning, and therefore the way children expect to learn is 
changing.  When we see people interviewed in sport, we don’t just 
ask ‘so how did you feel winning?’ anymore, we ask ‘how did you 
get to be as good as you are? Tell us about your regime’. Here is a 
generation steeped in learning that has been learning since birth. 
It would seem churlish not to engage them in how to learn. What 
happens when we ask them are three things:

1 They have ideas we wouldn’t have had. If you ask a few children 
for their top tips for learning, or how they would like to learn, 
they will come back with some things you’ll never have thought of.

2 Students’ meta-cognition means they reflect on their own learning 
and think of themselves as learners. Instead of you needing to 
instruct them, they look at ways they can solve problems for 
themselves.

3 They see their teacher as a professional to guide them through 
the process and lead them in the best way for learning. They are 
looking at learning with that critical eye and can construct their 
own learning, deconstruct it, and still rely on their teacher as  
a professional.

These three gains are critical to engagement. I’ve seen schools in 
Spain that have transformed their classrooms by putting the kids in 
charge of how it is organised and how they should learn. They don’t 
have access to an abundance of digital technologies – they’ve created 
cardboard iPads and screens – however, they have transformed their 
learning like never before. I know of a class in West London that 
actually broke into their classroom in the holidays to study because 
they didn’t want to go home; the learning in the space they had 
constructed was so seductive. This is as good as it gets. Why would 
we want to stand in their way? Let them go.

of working with schools that mark maps on their wall with contacts 
from around the world that they Tweet and Skype. This doesn’t fit 
very well with national curriculum or policy that instructs learning 
and content in a different way; I think in some ways kids are more 
advanced than we are in that way.

Let’s take an example. There are kids all over the world in innovative 
classrooms where they write on walls, on desks and on windows. 
They then take copies of their work by photographing it with their 
smartphones and taking it home. If at the end of the day though, you 
asked the kids to repeat it all down word for word in their exercise 
book, you would think it was a complete waste of time! Yet teachers 
write on the wall and expect students to copy it down. There’s not 
much evidence that copying makes a concept stick in your mind. 
Space learning, disclosure (hiding and showing things), collaboration, 
asking kids to lead the lesson and a more engaging approach do help 
learning, to name a few, but not the act of copying itself.

you’ve observed ThaT we should harness 
The power of The leaners’ voiCe. Can you 
explain more abouT This?

After the war, with the Baby Boomer generation, there wasn’t 
time to question the style of learning in schools, so learning was 
designed by the educator for the learner, without their input. Later 
when technology came along, kids were naturally pretty good at it. 
It seemed foolish to think we would know everything we needed 
to know without input from the kids themselves – thus the idea of 
educators co-constructing learning with the student worked  
quite well.

In today’s education system we know that teachers are extremely 
busy – I don’t know a profession that works harder. I can’t see how 
teachers can move at the pace that is needed without a lot of help. 
However, a lot of help is sitting all around them; it’s a generation 
of kids that are passionate about learning, whose media is full of 
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aBout stephen heppell
professor stephen heppell is a leading voice in ict in 
learning and is professor of  new media environments 
at the centre for excellence in media practice at 
Bournemouth university, uk.

much of  stephen’s work is on-the-ground, practical and 
project-based. a string of  innovative schools around the 
world are proud to trace their remarkable progress back 
to his direct involvement.

as well as working directly with schools, stephen 
has worked with governments around the world, 
international agencies and Fortune 500 companies.

physiCal spaCe is Changing as well. 
you’ve menTioned These differenT 
sTyle Classrooms. how do you see This 
ConTinuing To Change?

We’ve moved from the factory model in schools and workplaces 
(think of a typing pool with rows of people all sitting the same, 
doing the same thing). That’s all gone. When you start looking at 
the workplace today, you find it’s full of collegiality and mutuality. If 
I go for a job the first thing I’m likely to be asked is ‘what are you 
like as a team player?’ They’re looking to understand how I work 
and communicate with others. We also know that these new and 
collaborative ways of working need appropriate spaces.

We need spaces to work in together, spaces to focus and work by 
yourself, and we need spaces to sit around a large table in groups. 
We also need spaces for celebration, and presentation. These are all 
different spaces – and none of those are like the standard classroom 
with an uncomfortable chair and uniform desk.

The key is noticing that the world is changing and considering how 
your space can best be adapted to enhance learning and prepare 
kids for their future careers. We need to make sure our children 
have got the capability, confidence and esteem to make their way in 
the world, and not turn up asking ‘what do you want me to do?’ but 
rather taking action themselves.

whaT will replaCe The CurrenT 
CurriCulum developmenT proCess?

I can’t think of a country in the world that isn’t absolutely in the 
middle of a ‘curriculum war’. Think of the dismay in Australia to 
do with teachers and the national model – most of it is to do with 
misunderstanding. Kids need to know stuff, no doubt about it. On 
the other hand, they need to be ingenious, collaborative and above 
all else fascinated and engaged. We call things experiments in science 
when they’re just repeating steps exactly as they’re supposed to do 
them. That’s not an experiment, it’s a replication; it’s not engaging. 
People reading this will remember their best learning experience 
– and it was possibly from a slightly eccentric teacher that strayed 
them off course into something slightly different of interest to them. 
Or it might have been when a teacher said ‘you’re not supposed to 
know this yet, but I’m going to tell you anyway’. It’s these electrifying 
moments of learning that we remember as our best. However, the 
curriculum doesn’t allow enough of those moments. On the other 
hand, if you throw ‘stage not age’ at the curriculum and just let kids 
go as fast as they want, then you get some of that excitement and 
magic back.

This an exTraCT from a video inTerview wiTh sTephen heppell.  
waTCh The full inTerview online aT: www.youTube.Com/pearsonsChools

“The  key  is  noTicing ThaT 
The  world is  changing 
and considering how your 
space can besT  be  adapTed 
To enhance learning”
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MOOCS: TOO MUCH 
HYPE OR NOT ENOUGH?

guest author Dr Jeff Borden talks  
about massive open online courses 

In late 2013, I attended an eLearning conference in Saudi Arabia 
where again, the topic of MOOCs came up. But they were discussed 
very differently at this conference. for the past few years, I have 
noted that Massive Open Online Courses are the easiest way to get 
attendance at eLearning conference presentations. About a third of 
conference sessions talked about MOOCs – mostly from a ‘How 
You Can Do It’ perspective, although there were always a few asking 
if we should ‘Believe The Hype?’

But at this conference, it was official – ‘The Hype is Over’. This 
was stated emphatically by both an American keynote presenter 
and by the director of eLearning for the main university in the 
Kingdom. They both noted that MOOCs had been given too much 
credit out of the gate and that they often took away from the real 
conversation of eLearning.

MOOC providers would likely disagree, but what about those 
without a stake in the race? Are MOOCs dying or are they here  
to stay?

I’ve noted the problems with first generation MOOCs before. 
Not to labour the point, but we now know that most xMOOCs 
(meaning those with a broadcast, top-down model vs a ‘cMOOC’ 
– the ‘c’ stands for constructivistic), are not generally taken for the 
credit they may offer but for an individual module of content, hence 
the seriously low completion numbers. More often than not, they 
are taken by people who already hold degrees. They utilise a peer-
to-peer evaluation methodology that has proven quite challenging. 
After all, how often do you find 10,000 people who are genuinely 
able to guide the other 90,000 on a difficult or complex topic?

Then there are the logistical issues raised over the past several years 
that do demand answers. I’m not talking about whether MOOCs 
can make money –most of the public couldn’t care less about that. 
I’m talking about how to get credit for a MOOC. Some recent, now 
famous, quotes talk about getting real college credit for one of the 
massive courses, while others explain that after the offer was put 
out, not a single student showed up and received their credit.

mooCs Today

So, what can we say about MOOCs, v1 today? If MOOCs are here 
to stay, it’s time to start looking at the next generation to answer 
some of the tough questions.

for instance, a number of schools are working to crack the 
$10,000 Baccalaureate degree. To do so, it is likely that these 
schools and programs will need to employ the MOOC concept 
(whether their solutions need to include “massive” courses is yet 
to be determined). That means using reusable, self-paced, socially 
networked courses to free up typical administrative or teaching 
overhead. That means using more machine learning for grading, 
adaptivity and personalisation.

The next generation MOOC will have to employ more of a 
feedback loop to the student. Understanding the issues with social 
learning at scale, most progressive MOOC providers are finding 
ways to utilise graduate students, or simply more advanced students 
such as seniors who have already taken a course, to help push 
conversation and assessment. By seeding courses with large clusters 
of ‘more knowledgeable others’ (as vygotsky would call them), 
providers theorise they can get at the kind of learning communities 
desired to make a MOOC work at scale.
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aBout the author
dr Jeff 
borden is 
the vice-
president of  
instruction 
and academic 
strategy at 

pearson international’s learning 
technologies group and leads the 
center for online learning at 
pearson. as an enriched lecturer at 

chaminade university and past 
college administrator, Jeff has assisted 
faculty, administrators, executives and 
even politicians in conceptualising and 
designing elearning programs globally. 
recently Jeff testified before the us 
congress’ education committee, 
provided keynote addresses at 
conferences around the world, 
presented in the nmc virtual 
symposium for the Future, and has 

So, essentially, the next generation of MOOC combines the  
worlds of the xMOOC and the cMOOC by using computers to 
do as much simulated instruction and assessment as possible, while 
making up for communication and community flaws through  
social construction.

Back to the original question, are MOOCs over-hyped and dying? 
They seem to have lost their glimmer for many in Higher Education. 
Like the term ‘data’ from 2002–07, gone are the days where 
MOOCs dominate the headlines. But I think education might take a 
lesson from data here. I still believe that ‘big data’ holds the key to 
true personalisation in education. And while a lot of administrators 
simply got tired of waiting for the smart engines and adaptive 
software, they are still being worked on and, in fact, are getting 
better every day. MOOC providers may want to keep their eye on 
that ball, just as savvy administrators never left the data conversation. 
Our ideas almost always get out ahead of expectation and ability to 
implement. We need something to shoot for and a good visionary 
can be worth their weight in gold! So, I think those educators who 
continue down the MOOC road will have new opportunities 
opening up to them. from more globalised student bodies to larger 
number of graduates to neo-millennial learning mirroring neo-
millennial work, the next generation tool still holds promise. But I 
think the concept will be less experimental and more closely aligned 
with the best practices we in eLearning have always known.

Perhaps that is the answer. We don’t need a new letter in front of a 
MOOC. Maybe we just need a new name for a MOOC. Something 
like: eCourse, because at the end of the day, these massive courses 
may just be another way that any student can learn at any time. The 
neo-millennial student portfolio may include a course on campus, a 
traditional eCourse and a massive eCourse too. And they may be 
taking two for credit and one broken up into badges so as to …  
oh wait – that’s another story.

Good luck and good teaching.

been asked to determine the 
“academic vision” for pearson 
learning technologies group. 

you can follow Jeff at:
@bordenj

http://jeffpresents.com

http://researchnetwork.pearson. 
com/author/jeffborden

http://www.pearsonlearningsolutions. 
com/blog/tag/from-the-desk-of-
jeffborden/
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Q&A

each term we ask contributors from the field of  education to share 
their thoughts on topical issues.

Amy WeSt

english and hisTory 
TeaCher wiTh Three years’ 
experienCe TeaChing in 
various high sChools 
aCross aliCe springs

I admit, I was the goody-two-shoes at 
school. I once tried to unsuccessfully  
evade the watchful eye of my German 
teacher to tie my friend’s shoelaces to the 
desk, and I got into so much trouble that  
I never rebelled again. However, at 
university an inner rebellious streak lead 
to me sauntering into lecture halls half an 
hour late with a latte in one hand, and a 
notebook in the other (in order to master 
the art of surreptitiously writing to-do lists 
and letters to friends whilst looking like I 
was listening). What changed? I believed  
the whole world was about me as a  
learner being entertained by other people. 
I wanted to watch a comedy show, not a 
practical lecture on educating children.  

But somewhere in between scraping 
vomit off a McDonalds slide and pulling 
all-nighters researching in the library, I 
realised the real world isn’t like that – life 
and learning is hard, and you don’t often 
get entertained. Learning, and teaching, is 
more often than not about resilience and 
determination. I tell my students often: 
‘you will always have to do hard things 
in life, and most of the time you don’t 
get to do what you want to do’. A lot of 
education nowadays is student-centred to 
the extreme – where each lesson must 
‘entertain the mob’. But kids need more 
than ever to be taught resilience and 
determination in a world that constantly 
tries to shape them to be anything other 
than who they should be. They need to 
learn to not give up, and learn how to deal 
with difficult things. My students can do 
hard things, and this can have a huge impact 
on their future lives.

KAye de petro

ConTenT and learning 
speCialisT, f-12 english  
and humaniTies,  
pearson ausTralia

All experiences both positive and negative 
have informed my role as an educator. My  
very first experiences of Infant School under 
the formidable Miss Wolf taught me that 
fear was not a great motivator for learning.  
I was inspired by the wonders of learning by 
one of my first mentors, Mrs MacDonald, 
who set me on the path to becoming not 
only a teacher but a teacher-librarian, who 
could work with students to open their 
minds to new experiences in a library.

Over the years, as I attended many 
professional development days, I would 
continually learn what does and does not 
work in a classroom.  Sometimes I learnt 
the ‘how not to do it’ approach from 
presenters but most often I gained insight 
through the inspirational programs they 
would present to us. I have learnt that 
we all are truly lifelong learners; we are 
always learning. Therefore, each and every 
day when I teach, present and write for 
students, I do the following: reflect back on 
my learning experiences; place the learner 
at the centre of that process and let both of 
these things inform my role as an educator.

“ i  have  learnT ThaT  we all  
are  Truly  l ifelong learners; 
we are  always learning.”

Kaye De Petro
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rob Sieben

direCTor, iCT aT prinCe 
alfred College, adelaide

As a child, I saw the advent of television 
and saw teachers begin to use it in the 
classroom. Later, I saw overhead projectors, 
then video recordings and later still, 
PowerPoint all become part of a teacher’s 
toolkit. The intention was to try and engage 
with students, as should always be at the 
heart of good teaching. I don’t suggest 
this means we should always use devices 
and technology to teach, but I certainly 
think that we should ask whether what 
we are doing is engaging the students and 
enhancing the educational outcome. If the 
answer is yes, embrace it, but if not, why do 
it? That question shapes my work today.

HOW HAvE YOUR ExPERIENCES AS  
A LEARNER INfORMED WHAT YOU  
DO AS AN EDUCATOR?

Simon AnGley

Classroom TeaCher and 
sCienCe Co-ordinaTor, 
alberTon primary sChool, 
souTh ausTralia

I was a disengaged learner when I went 
through school! I left school before I 
finished year 12, and went to university 
as a mature age student when I was 30. 
I completed a Bachelor of Technology 
in Aquaculture, and really enjoyed the 
practical aspects of my degree. After I 
worked as an Aquaculture Technician for a 
few years, I decided to change career path 
and completed a postgraduate Bachelor of 
Education in 2007. 

I am an ‘active learner’, and I think my 
experiences with different styles of teaching 
throughout my studies reinforced what I 
do now with my students – a lot of active 
learning, concrete examples, but also 
mixing up my teaching strategies to cater 
for different styles of learners! Entering 
teaching via a non-traditional path has 
also meant that my other life experiences 
inform my approach to teaching and 
learning. I work in a great school that has a 
lot of innovative programs and that helps 
students who are having troubles in their 
school lives to re-engage with their learning.

miCK SUllivAn

reTired TeaCher wiTh 35 
years’ serviCe in viCToria 
ranging from primary 
sChools To a mobile area 
resourCe CenTre and  
prison eduCaTion

Starting my primary education in a small 
suburban school and finishing my secondary 
education in Melbourne’s largest all-male 
state high school was a steep learning curve. 
The world of learning transformed from 
a narrow, enclosed environment to one 
where the world was an oyster bed full 
of pearls. This experience taught me that 
there is never just one way of looking at a 
problem or doing things. This philosophy 
saw me through teachers’ college, graduate 
courses of various types, and a few 
years travelling the world. Each of these 
experiences, in different ways, changed my 
world view and modified my methodology 
as an educator. Even being taken as a 
hostage in a prison siege by an armed 
inmate, while working as an education 
officer, had several learning points. Two of 
the main ones being always watch the eyes 
and think fast!
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Sir Ken Robinson says we don’t need to 
transform teaching and learning, we need  
a revolution!

Marc Prensky says teachers need to be 
brave and encourage their colleagues to  
be brave, too.

So why are these commentators up in arms 
over the state of education, and agitating 
for dramatic change? What does it mean to 
prepare our students for the 21st century 
and does that actually mean that we need  
a revolution?

The 3Rs are globally recognised, but 
now seem to have been subsumed or 
replaced by 21st century jargon. Some 
sites talk about the 3Cs: Collaboration, 
Communication and Co-operation; some 
the 4Cs: Critical thinking and problem 
solving, Communication, Collaboration, and 
Creativity and innovation; and yet others 
the 3Ps: Play, Passion and Purpose.

As teachers we have been trained to 
appreciate that our students learn in 
different ways and in response to different 
stimuli. Left brain, right brain, auditory, 
visual and kinaesthetic are all terms we 
should recognise. Appropriate use of ICTs 
can provide stimulation that utilises all of 

21ST CENTURY  
LEARNING SKILLS

guest author rob sieben demystifies the jargon

these and as such we should embrace them 
as valuable teaching and learning tools. But 
simply using computers in our classes is not 
enough to prepare our students for the 
21st century. If we are to use computers 
in our classes, we should be looking to use 
them not simply to do better what we have 
always done, but rather to embrace new 
theories of learning and move away from 
the traditional teacher-centred pedagogy 
to the learner-centred methodologies. 
Whilst the use of ICTs is not mandated 
by such a paradigm change, it is certainly 
true that many of these “learner-centred” 
methodologies are enabled by ICTs.

flipping Classes

Those who watch TED talks will almost 
certainly have come across TED’s Lessons 
Worth Sharing and the reference to flips and 
flipping classes. 

flipping a class means reversing that which 
would traditionally be done in class and 
that which would normally be done at 
home as ‘homework’. flipping classes 
has tremendous potential, not because 
it is transformational or revolutionary 
but because research tells us that when 
students have one-to-one access to ICT, 

the majority of time that that computer is 
used for learning will not take place in the 
classroom or even during the school day, 
but rather outside of school.

English and Humanities teachers have 
been flipping classes for years, setting the 
students to read texts outside of class 
so that the time spent in class can be 
dedicated to constructive conversation 
and exercises. Why then is flipping a class 
seen as transformational; because suddenly 
the maths and science teachers can do 
what the humanities teachers have been 
able to do for years, and all of us can use 
the available technologies to make the 
home-based activities more engaging to 
the students. Through the use of video 
and interactive technologies we can tap 
into the students’ world in ways that were 
impossible only a few years ago. It is not  
the flipping of the class that is new; it is 
what we can do when we flip the class  
that is new.

blended learning

Blended learning is the integration of 
multiple learning environments. Again, 
it is not new but it is gaining increasing 
attention because the availability of mobile 
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aBout the 
author
rob sieben has held a 
number of  administrative 
positions in a career 
spanning over thirty years 
in education. curriculum 
delivery, accountability and 

educational administration have, in all his roles, been 
at the heart of  his work. he has also worked within 
the ict industry, but still primarily with involvement 
in education as a consultant in matters of  curriculum 
delivery and school network infrastructure. he has 
contributed nationally to the understanding of  ict 
in schools, presenting at the expanding learning 
horizons national conference. he is currently the 
Director, ict at prince alfred college in adelaide.

technologies allows the use of ICTs to play a greater role than  
in the past.

Blended learning for blended learning’s sake (in other words, so 
that we can say we incorporate computer-based activities in our 
classrooms) is not enough. Unless we can be sure that we will 
enhance the learning outcome, there is little or no justification for 
employing any computer-based activity. Just because we can, doesn’t 
mean we should. We need to ask ‘why?’ before deciding ‘what?’

universal design for learning

UDL (Universal Design for Learning) is another of the projects 
advocating for pedagogical change. The UDL model advocates 
employing:

• multiple means of representation to give learners various ways  
of acquiring information and knowledge,

• multiple means of expression to provide learners alternatives  
for demonstrating what they know and

• multiple means of engagement to tap into learners’ interests, 
challenge them appropriately, and motivate them to learn.

The exponential growth in the number of ways that we can engage 
with our students is exciting, but what sets UDL apart from other 
models is the reference to ‘multiple means of expression’. UDL 
encourages us to apply the same rubric to how we ask students to 
demonstrate their knowledge as we do to any other teaching and 
learning activity. Let’s ask, why are we conducting the activity? Is it 
to ascertain whether our students have acquired a skill or some 
knowledge? If so, is it important how they demonstrate this to us 
or simply that they demonstrate this to us? I’m not arguing that a 

written assessment task (exam or test) has no place in this process, 
but I don’t think it should be the only assessment tool we employ.

Why not allow students to choose how they will demonstrate 
that they have learned the subject matter or acquired a necessary 
skill? The only question that needs to be asked is: will the mode of 
communication chosen allow the student to demonstrate his or her 
knowledge? Ask why you are setting the task, and be less concerned 
about what the task is!

don’t be intimidated by the 
jargon of 21st century teaching 
and learning. we can transform 
our teaching by focussing more 
on why we do what we do. 

if you are going to teach 21st 
century skills, make sure you 
know what that means and how 
you will measure success. 

be excited about the possibilities. 
The challenge to engage with our 
students and motivate them is 
not new; but if we succeed, the 
results will be amazing.
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PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT

pearson science
Student Books • Activity Books • EAL/D Activity Books •  
Pearson Reader 2.0 • Pearson eBook 3.0 • Pearson Assess •  
Teacher Companions 

pearson science is designed to save you planning time and 
engage your students. Leading Science educators from across 
Australia have written and reviewed pearson science to make it 
the best Science resource for teaching the Australian Curriculum. 

Written with the aid of a full set of writing and literacy guidelines 
developed for this series, the text is clear and easy to understand. 
We’ve carefully considered the layout of the text and the selection 
and placement of images to enhance learning. So everything on 
the page has been designed to make pearson science the most 
accessible Science series available.

Customise pearson science: 
You can also customise pearson science to the needs of your 
classroom. Pearson Custom lets you choose chapters to build a 
book that’s just right for you, in hard copy and online. Ask your 
Education Sales Consultant for more information.

series ComponenTs

The student books are designed for an inquiry approach to 
science learning. Their engaging design, unambiguous features and 
clear, easy-to-understand language make them a valuable resource 
for students of all interests and abilities.

The activity books are a write-in resource suitable for 
independent use by students, in-class use or as a complete 
homework program.

for students with English as an additional language or dialect, there 
are the eal/d activity books, with tailored language and 
vocabulary support. Activities are matched page-for-page so that 

the eal/d activity books can be used as an alternative or in 
conjunction with the standard Activity Books. 

pearson reader 2.0 has been upgraded, with a new context for 
content. Using an enhanced user interface, you will have access to an 
online version of the Student Book with embedded, autocorrecting, 
tracked assessment that is consolidated into a teacher ‘dashboard’. The 
assessment is drawn from the Activity Book content and is designed 
specifically to improve student outcomes. 

pearson ebook 3.0 is available on any device, for every school. It 
provides student book content online or offline with loads of linked 
interactive activities.

pearson assess allows teachers to create and assign online tests 
for their students. All questions automatically correct and create 
reports and results for students across the year.

The Teacher Companion makes lesson preparation and 
implementation easy by combining full Student Book pages with a 
wealth of teacher support to help you meet the demands of the 
Australian Science Curriculum.

review online: 
You can find out more about pearson science on our website  
www.pearson.com.au/secondary/pearsonscience.

find out more about pearson Custom: Contact your 
Pearson Education Sales Consultant or Customer Care on 
1800 656 685 to find out more.

grab an inspection copy: Order online at  
www.pearson.com.au/secondary/inspection.
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pearson science new south wales
Student Books • Activity Books • EAL/D Activity Books •  
Teacher Companions • Pearson eBook 3.0 • Pearson Assess

This series has been written using extensive research and the 
development of an approach that aims to make learning accessible.

pearson science new south wales is designed using an 
inquiry approach to science learning. It contains a mixture of practical 
inquiry based experiences, real-life examples, practical activities and 
student-designed investigations, which balance the content and allow 
students to develop concepts and contextualisation.

Questions have been developed to help deliver the best possible 
outcomes for students. Bloom’s verbs are used in all questions, 
helping students to understand the scope of the question they are 
being asked. Thinking Scientifically questions test students’ science 
and interpretive skills.

series ComponenTs

pearson science new south wales student books have 
been developed with scientific literacy and accessibility at their core, 
specifically for the NSW syllabus for the Australian Curriculum: 
Science. Syllabus outcomes are clearly listed with icons to make it 
clear how the content fits the curriculum.

The write-in activity books reinforce, extend and enrich learning 
initiated through the Student Books. A variety of activities, learning 
styles and questions are used to reinforce learning outcomes. You’ll 
also find a literacy review for each chapter to help students learn  
key terms.

The eal/d (English as an Additional Language or Dialect) activity 
books include language builder support for each chapter, simplified 
questions, key terms defined using text and pictorial explanations, as 
well as scaffolds and hints.

Teacher Companions will save you time and help cater for 
a diversity of learners, with hundreds of teaching and learning 
strategies. Each book includes the full Student Book pages with 
fully worked solutions for both the Student Book and Activity Book 
questions. The Teacher Companion pulls the whole series together 
through resource boxes and explanations, clear references to how 
each chapter is aligned to the NSW Syllabus and suggested learning 
strategies to provide easy lesson preparation and implementation.

pearson ebook 3.0 takes your Student Book online or offline  
for any device, while retaining the integrity of the printed page.  
With access to linked interactive activities when they’re online,  
your students will be engaged at school and at home.

pearson assess allows you to quickly build tests on any topic 
within pearson science new south wales. Teachers can 
assign tests, and students can create tests for their own revision, on 
any device. All tests auto-correct and collect results for teachers to 
review student progress. You will find a wide range of question types, 
unmatched by any other testing platform, including: multiple choice, 
true/false, drag and drop, short text entry and cloze questions.

review online: 
You can find out more about pearson science new south 
wales on our website  
www.pearson.com.au/secondary/psnsw.

grab an inspection copy: Order online at  
www.pearson.com.au/secondary/inspection.
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PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT

pearson skills: science anD inquiry 
Student Books • Pearson Reader 1.0

Designed to complement and enhance any Science course, these 
books support students in developing the essential Science and 
inquiry skills defined in the Australian Curriculum: Science. A range 
of tasks allow students to develop greater depth and application in 
their Science endeavours. These skills will equip students to tackle 
any Science course.

These student-friendly texts are suitable for independent use 
and will engage and challenge students from a wide range of 
backgrounds and abilities, with little or no teacher support. Skills 
such as data collection, data analysis and presenting results will be 
developed, along with scientific literacy and communications skills.

Science inspires curiosity and encourages us to ask questions and 
seek answers about our world. To be able to investigate, research, 
answer questions and communicate findings as scientists, students 
need a diverse set of skills. pearson skills: science and inquiry 
supports students in developing these essential Science and inquiry 
skills. The comprehensive content enables students to model and 
master the basic skills of Science to a level not available in any other 
book on the market, and without requiring extra resources and 
support. It is an essential handbook for all Science students.

key feaTures

• Book 1 addresses skills suitable for students from Years 6-8.

• Book 2 is suitable for use with students in Years 9–10.

• Australian Curriculum standards are specifically addressed.

• Investigations and research help develop inquiry and practical skills.

• Equip students with Science and inquiry skills that will allow them 
to tackle any Science course.

• They are student-friendly and suitable for independent use.

• Engage and challenge students from a wide range of backgrounds 
and abilities, with little or no teacher support.

• Specifically developed to meet the strand of Science Inquiry Skills 
that is fundamental to the Australian Curriculum.

Students will learn:

• Inquiry and practical skills

• Scientific literacy

• Laboratory safety

• Communication and presentation skills

• Data collection and analysis skills

• Independent and team-based work skills

• Investigation and research skills

review online: 
Prices, table of contents and more are available online.  
Search for ‘Pearson Skills’ at www.pearson.com.au/secondary.

grab an inspection copy: Order online at  
www.pearson.com.au/secondary/inspection.
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naTional PUB DATE 2010–2012

pearson science
Leading science educators from across Australia have written and reviewed Pearson Science to make it the best science resource for 
teaching the Australian Curriculum.

student Book  $57.95 each
year 7 • 978 1 4425 2347 0 
year 8 • 978 1 4425 2352 4 
year 9 • 978 1 4425 2357 9 
year 10 • 978 1 4425 2362 3

pearson reader 2.0 access 
card  $55 each
year 7 • 978 1 4425 7924 8 
year 8 • 978 1 4425 7925 5 
year 9 • 978 1 4425 7926 2 
year 10 • 978 1 4425 7927 9

pearson eBook 3.0 access card  
$40 each
year 7 • 978 1 4860 9897 2 
year 8 • 978 1 4860 9898 9 
year 9 • 978 1 4860 9899 6 
year 10 • 978 1 4860 9896 5

teacher companion  $180 each
year 7 • 978 1 4425 4198 6 
year 8 • 978 1 4425 2354 8 
year 9 • 978 1 4425 2359 3 
year 10 • 978 1 4425 2364 7

pr and sB Bundle $75 each
year 7 • 978 1 4860 9313 7 
year 8 • 978 1 4860 9314 4 
year 9 • 978 1 4860 9315 1 
year 10 • 978 1 4860 9312 0

eB and sB combo pack   
$62.95 each
year 7 • 978 1 4860 5377 3 
year 8 • 978 1 4860 5380 3 
year 9 • 978 1 4860 5383 4 
year 10 • 978 1 4860 5374 2

eB, sB and aB combo pack  
$70.95 each
year 7 • 978 1 4860 5375 9 
year 8 • 978 1 4860 5378 0 
year 9 • 978 1 4860 5381 0 
year 10 • 978 1 4860 5372 8

ausTralian curriculuM

sB • student Book

aB • activity Book

eB • pearson eBook 3.0

pr • pearson reader 2.0

www.pearson.com.au/secondary/pearsonscience

activity Book  $17.95 each
year 7 • 978 1 4425 2348 7 
year 8 • 978 1 4425 2353 1 
year 9 • 978 1 4425 2358 6 
year 10 • 978 1 4425 2363 0

eal/D activity Book   
$17.95 each
year 7 • 978 1 4425 5169 5 
year 8 • 978 1 4425 5171 8 
year 9 • 978 1 4425 4999 9 
year 10 • 978 1 4425 5172 5

pearson assess access card  
$14.95 each
year 7 • 978 1 4860 9183 6 
year 8 • 978 1 4860 9184 3 
year 9 • 978 1 4860 9185 0 
year 10 • 978 1 4860 9182 9

eB, sB and eal/D aB combo 
pack  $70.95 each
year 7 • 978 1 4860 5376 6 
year 8 • 978 1 4860 5379 7 
year 9 • 978 1 4860 5382 7 
year 10 • 978 1 4860 5373 5

sB and aB value pack  $65.95 
each
year 7 • 978 1 4425 8607 9 
year 8 • 978 1 4425 8608 6 
year 9 • 978 1 4425 8609 3 
year 10 • 978 1 4425 8610 9

sB and eal/D aB value pack  
$65.95 each
year 7 • 978 1 4425 8245 3 
year 8 • 978 1 4425 8246 0 
year 9 • 978 1 4425 8247 7 
year 10 • 978 1 4425 8248 4

pearson places
teacher productlink Free 
with this series

naTional PUB DATE 2010

pearson skills: science and inquiry
Designed to complement and enhance any Science 
course, these books support Years 7–10 students in 
developing the essential science and inquiry skills defined 
in the Australian Curriculum: Science. 

student Book  $25.95 each
Book 1 • 978 1 4425 2786 7  
Book 2 • 978 1 4425 2946 5 

pearson reader 1.0 access card  
$17.45 each
Book 1 • 978 1 4425 7947 7  
Book 2 • 978 1 4425 7948 4 

pr and sB combo pack  $30.95 each
Book 1 • 978 1 4425 8066 4  
Book 2 • 978 1 4425 8067 1 

resource packs  $5.00 per student
science 7–10 
Biology 11–12 
chemistry 11–12 
physics 11–12

www.myteachingplace.com.au

naTional PUB DATE 2009

myteachingplace science
Online lessons, interactives and more.

17PRICES CURRENT UNTIL 30/04/2014. PRICES LISTED ARE PUBLISHER’S LIST PRICES ONLY AND ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.
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ausTralian curriculuM new souTh wales

nsw PUB DATE 2013–2014

pearson science new  
south wales
Built from the ground up and developed 
specifically for the New South Wales Syllabus 
for the Australian Curriculum.

student Book  $57.95 each
year 7 • 978 1 4425 6548 7 
year 8 • 978 1 4425 6561 6 
year 9 • 978 1 4425 6566 1 
year 10 • 978 1 4425 6571 5

pearson eBook 3.0 access card  
$40.00 each
year 7 • 978 1 4860 9900 9 
year 8 • 978 1 4860 9901 6 
year 9 • 978 1 4860 9093 8 
year 10 • 978 1 4860 9101 0

activity Book  $17.95 each
year 7 • 978 1 4425 6557 9 
year 8 • 978 1 4425 6562 3 
year 9 • 978 1 4425 6567 8 
year 10 • 978 1 4425 6572 2

eal/D activity Book   
$17.95 each
year 7 • 978 1 4425 6559 3 
year 8 • 978 1 4425 6565 4 
year 9 • 978 1 4425 6570 8 
year 10 • 978 1 4425 6574 6

pearson assess access card  
$14.95 each
year 7 • 978 1 48609178 2 
year 8 • 978 1 4860 9179 9 
year 9 • 978 1 4860 9180 5 
year 10 • 978 1 4860 9181 2

teacher companion   
$180.00 each
year 7 • 978 1 4425 6558 6 
year 8 • 978 1 4425 6563 0 
year 9 • 978 1 4425 6568 5 
year 10 • 978 1 4425 6575 3

eB and sB combo pack
$62.95 each 
year 7 • 978 1 4860 9174 4 
year 8 • 978 1 4860 9175 1 
year 9 • 978 1 4860 9176 8 
year 10 • 978 1 4860 9177 5

eB, sB and aB combo pack 
$70.95 each
year 7 • 978 1 4860 9085 3 
year 8 • 978 1 4860 9091 4 
year 9 • 978 1 4860 9099 0 
year 10 • 978 1 4860 9107 2

eB, sB and eal/D combo pack 
$70.95 each
year 7 • 978 1 4860 9086 0 
year 8 • 978 1 4860 9092 1 
year 9 • 978 1 4860 9100 3 
year 10 • 978 1 4860 9108 9

sB and aB value pack  
$65.95 each
year 7 • 978 1 4860 9081 5 
year 8 • 978 1 4860 9087 7 
year 9 • 978 1 4860 9095 2 
year 10 • 978 1 4860 9103 4

sB and eal/D aB value pack 
$65.95 each
year 7 • 978 1 4860 9082 2 
year 8 • 978 1 4860 9088 4 
year 9 • 978 1 4860 9096 9 
year 10 • 978 1 4860 9104 1

new

sB • student Book

aB • activity Book

eB • pearson eBook 3.0

www.pearson.com.au/secondary/PSNSW

nsw PUB DATE 2001

heinemann senior 
science
full and detailed coverage of 
Preliminary and HSC content.

preliminary  $66.95
978 0 8646 2760 5
hsc  $71.95
978 0 8646 2761 2
pearson places 
teacher productlink Free with 
this series 

nsw PUB DATE 2009–2010

science Focus (2e)
A complete science package for the teaching of the New South Wales 
Stage 4 and 5 Science syllabus.

student Book and cD  $57.95 each
Book 1 • 978 1 4425 1123 1  
Book 2 • 978 1 4425 1525 3  
Book 3 • 978 1 4425 1122 4  
Book 4 • 978 1 4425 0853 8 

pearson eBook 3.0 access card  
$40.00 each
Book 1 • 978 1 4860 9947 4 
Book 2 • 978 1 4860 9948 1 
Book 3 • 978 1 4860 9949 8 
Book 4 • 978 1 4860 9950 4

homework Book  $17.95 each
Book 1 • 978 1 4425 1538 3  
Book 2 • 978 1 4425 1528 4  
Book 3 • 978 1 4425 1532 1  
Book 4 • 978 1 4425 1542 0 

teacher editions and cD   
$170.00 each
Book 1 • 978 1 4425 1537 6  
Book 2 • 978 1 4425 1527 7  
Book 3 • 978 1 4425 1531 4  
Book 4 • 978 1 4425 1541 3 

livetext™  $500 each
Book 1 • 978 1 4425 1539 0 
Book 2 • 978 1 4425 1529 1 
Book 3 • 978 1 4425 1533 8 
Book 4 • 978 1 4425 1543 7 

eB and sB combo pack   
$62.95 each
Book 1 • 978 1 4860 5409 1 
Book 2 • 978 1 4860 5412 1 
Book 3 • 978 1 4860 5414 5 
Book 4 • 978 1 4860 5416 9

eB, sB and hB combo pack   
$71.95 each
Book 1 • 978 1 4860 5410 7 
Book 2 • 978 1 4860 5411 4 
Book 3 • 978 1 4860 5413 8 
Book 4 • 978 1 4860 5415 2

complete student pack –  
student Book, cD and homework 
Book  $66.95 each
Book 1 • 978 1 7408 1993 0  
Book 2 • 978 1 7408 1994 7  
Book 3 • 978 1 7408 1995 4 
Book 4 • 978 1 7408 1996 1

pearson places 
student productlink Free  
with this series  
teacher productlink Free  
with this series
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http://www.pearson.com.au/educator/secondary/australian_curriculum/pearson-science-nsw-7-10/
http://www.pearson.com.au/educator/secondary/australian_curriculum/pearson-science-nsw-7-10/
http://www.pearson.com.au/products/Secondary-Science/_/N-1z12sxoZ1z13l33?_ps=1206
http://www.pearson.com.au/products/Secondary-Science/_/N-1z12sxoZ1z13l33?_ps=1206
http://www.pearson.com.au/products/Secondary-Science/_/N-1z12u6uZ1z12sxo?_ps=1206
http://www.pearson.com.au/products/Secondary-Science/_/N-1z12u6uZ1z12sxo?_ps=1206


biology

Qld PUB DATE 2004

heinemann queensland science project: 
Biology – a contextual approach
Written specifically to support the Queensland Biology syllabus, 
this interesting and easy-to-use textbook has a contemporary and 
stimulating layout and design.

student Book $93.95
978 1 7408 1351 8 

activity manual & cD $48.95
978 1 7408 1226 9

teacher resource and  
assessment Disk $220.00 
978 1 7408 1353 2

pearson places 
student productlink Free with this series 
teacher productlink Free with this series

ib PUB DATE 2008–2009

Biology for the iB Diploma
Written by a team of highly experienced IB Biology teachers, 
workshop leaders and examiners, this book is designed specifically 
for the International Baccalaureate Biology Course.

student Book  $49.95
standard level • 978 0 4359 9439 6

student Book  $69.95
higher level • 978 0 4359 9445 7

viC puB Date 2011

heinemann Biology enhanced (4e)
Updated to support the 2013–2016 vCE Biology Study 
Design, using illustrative material and graphic design to 
visually communicate key ideas and concepts.

nsw PUB DATE 2009–2010

heinemann Biology preliminary and 
hsc (3e)
The most up–to–date and complete packages for Stage 
6 Biology, fully revised and upgraded following extensive 
teacher consultation.

student Book  $81.95 each
Book 1 • 978 1 4425 5279 1 
Book 2 • 978 1 4425 5280 7

pearson reader 1.0 access card  
$57.35 each
Book 1 • 978 1 4425 7937 8 
Book 2 • 978 1 4425 7938 5

workbook  $30.95 each
Book 1 • 978 1 7408 1499 7 
Book 2 • 978 1 4860 0419 5

pr and sB combo pack   
$86.95 each
Book 1 • 978 1 4425 8079 4 
Book 2 • 978 1 4425 8080 0

pearson places 
teacher productlink Free with 
this series 

student Book and cD   
$66.95 each
preliminary • 978 1 4425 0838 5 
hsc • 978 1 4425 1794 3

pearson eBook 3.0 access card  
$40 each
preliminary • 978 1 4860 9919 1 
hsc • 978 1 4860 9918 4

teacher edition and cD   
$160 each
preliminary • 978 1 4425 0840 8 
hsc • 978 1 4425 1795 0

eB and sB combo pack   
$71.95 each
preliminary • 978 1 4860 5392 6 
hsc • 978 1 4860 5391 9

pearson places 
student productlink Free with 
this series 
teacher productlink Free with 
this series

sB • student Book
eB • pearson eBook 3.0

sB • student Book 
pr • pearson reader 1.0
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http://www.pearson.com.au/products/Secondary-Science/_/N-1z12sxoZ1z12u1e?_ps=1206
http://www.pearson.com.au/products/Secondary-Science/_/N-1z12sxoZ1z12u1e?_ps=1206
http://www.pearson.com.au/products/Secondary-Science/_/N-1z12sxoZ1z12u1b?_ps=1206
http://www.pearson.com.au/products/Secondary-Science/_/N-1z12sxoZ1z12u1b?_ps=1206
http://www.pearson.com.au/products/Secondary-Science/_/N-1z12sxoZ1z12u0w?_ps=1206
http://www.pearson.com.au/products/Secondary-Science/_/N-1z12sxoZ1z12u0w?_ps=1206
http://www.pearson.com.au/products/Secondary-International-Baccalaureate-International-Baccalaureate/_/N-vZ1z12syz?_ps=1206
http://www.pearson.com.au/products/Secondary-International-Baccalaureate-International-Baccalaureate/_/N-vZ1z12syz?_ps=1206


cheMisTry

viC PUB DATE 2006–2008

chemistry Dimensions
Specifically written for the vCE Chemistry course, the series 
comprehensively addresses the outcomes for the syllabus and 
prepares students for the vCE examinations.

student Book and cD  $78.95 
Book 2 • 978 0 7339 6957 7
teacher resource pack   
$190.00 each
Book 1 • 978 0 7339 5677 5 
Book 2 • 978 0 7339 5679 9

pearson places 
student productlink Free with this series 
teacher productlink Free with this series

nsw PUB DATE 2002

heinemann chemistry practical manual
The manual contains all firsthand Preliminary and core  
HSC investigations.

heinemann chemistry practical manual   
$38.95
978 0 8646 2945 6

nsw PUB DATE 2006

chemistry contexts (2e)
Designed for the Preliminary and HSC Chemistry Syllabus, this 
edition has additional features to make teaching and learning in 
Chemistry even easier.

student Book & cD  $76.95 each
Book 1 • 978 0 7339 7660 5 
Book 2 • 978 0 7339 7663 6

teacher resource pack   
$245.00 each
Book 1 • 978 0 7339 5662 1 
Book 2 • 978 0 7339 5681 2

pearson places 
student productlink Free with this series 
teacher productlink Free with this series

Qld PUB DATE 2007

heinemann queensland science project: 
chemistry – a contextual approach (2e)
Written specifically to support the Queensland Chemistry syllabus 
and structured according to seven areas of study corresponding to 
the Key Concepts.

student Book and cD $93.95
978 1 7408 1864 3

teacher resource and  
assessment Disk $220.00
978 1 7408 1865 0

pearson places 
student productlink Free with this series 
teacher productlink Free with this series

viC PUB DATE 2013–2014

heinemann chemistry (4e) enhanced puB Date 2013–2014

Updated to support the 2013–2016 vCE Chemistry Study Design, the fourth Edition includes Cutting Edge spreads written  
by practising Australian scientists, updated to bring the most modern topics in Chemistry to life, while addressing vital areas of the 
Study Design.

student Book and exam cafe cD  $75.95 each
Book 1 • 978 1 4425 3752 1 
Book 2 • 978 1 4425 3755 2

pearson reader access 1.0 card $53.15 each
Book 1 • 978 1 4425 7935 4  
Book 2 • 978 1 4425 7936 1

workbook  $30.95 each
Book 1 • 978 1 7408 1721 9 
Book 2 • 978 1 4860 0420 1

teacher resource and assessment kits  $180.00 each
Book 1 • 978 1 7408 1654 0 
Book 2 • 978 1 7408 1656 4

pr and sB combo pack  $80.95 each
Book 1 • 978 1 4425 8077 0 
Book 2 • 978 1 4425 8078 7

pearson places 
student productlink Free with this series 
teacher productlink Free with this series

sB • student Book pr • pearson reader 1.0
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http://www.pearson.com.au/products/Secondary-Science/_/N-1z12sxoZ1z13lgx?_ps=1206
http://www.pearson.com.au/products/Secondary-Science/_/N-1z12sxoZ1z13lgx?_ps=1206
http://www.pearson.com.au/products/Secondary-Science/_/N-1z12sxoZ1z13lgu?_ps=1206
http://www.pearson.com.au/products/Secondary-Science/_/N-1z12sxoZ1z13lgu?_ps=1206
http://www.pearson.com.au/products/Secondary-Science/_/N-1z12sxoZ1z13l2r?_ps=1206
http://www.pearson.com.au/products/Secondary-Science/_/N-1z12sxoZ1z13l2r?_ps=1206
http://www.pearson.com.au/9780864629456
http://www.pearson.com.au/9780864629456
http://www.pearson.com.au/products/Secondary-Science/_/N-1z12sxoZ1z12u0u?_ps=1206
http://www.pearson.com.au/products/Secondary-Science/_/N-1z12sxoZ1z12u0u?_ps=1206


cheMisTry

ib PUB DATE 2008–2009

chemistry for use with the iB Diploma 
programme
This comprehensive Chemistry series has been developed in 
Australia and is specifically written for the IB Diploma Chemistry 
course covering topics 1 to 11.

wa PUB DATE 2008–2009

chemistry for wa
Written specifically for the Stages 2 and 3 Chemistry syllabus, this 
series is the most up–to–date and complete Chemistry package for 
Western Australia.

ib PUB DATE 2009

chemistry for the iB Diploma
Written by two highly experienced IB Chemistry teachers and 
workshop leaders specifically for the International Baccalaureate 
Chemistry Course.

student Book & cD  $68.95 each
standard level • 978 0 7339 9375 6 
higher level • 978 0 7339 9380 0 
options • 978 0 7339 9378 7

teacher resource cD  $190.00 each
standard level • 978 0 7339 9382 4 
higher level • 978 0 7339 9381 7 
options • 978 0 7339 9379 4

pearson places 
student productlink Free with this series 
teacher productlink Free with this series

student Book and cD $71.95
year 11 • 978 0 7339 7863 0 

student Book and cD $71.95
year 12 • 978 0 7339 7891 3 

solutions manual $32.95
year 11 • 978 0 7339 7886 9  

solutions manual $32.95
year 12 • 978 0 7339 7888 3  

pearson places 
student productlink Free with this series 
teacher productlink Free with this series

student Book  $49.95
standard level • 978 0 4359 9446 4

student Book $69.95
higher level • 978 0 4359 9440 2

physics

nsw PUB DATE 2008–2009

in2physics
Written specifically for the NSW Physics syllabus, the package comprehensively addresses all dot points of the syllabus, and prepares 
students for the HSC Physics examination.

student Book and cD  $66.95 each
preliminary • 978 0 7339 8944 5 
hsc • 978 0 7339 9173 8

activity manual  $27.95 each
preliminary • 978 0 7339 8963 6 
hsc • 978 1 7410 3882 8

teacher resource pack   
$190.00 each
preliminary • 978 0 7339 6205 9 
hsc • 978 1 4425 9416 6

student value pack – includes the student Book and activity manual  
$82.95 each
preliminary • 978 0 7339 6265 3 
hsc • 978 1 7408 1992 3

pearson places
student productlink Free with this series 
teacher productlink Free with this series
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http://www.pearson.com.au/products/Secondary-Science/_/N-1z12sxoZ1z13l8l?_ps=1206
http://www.pearson.com.au/products/Secondary-Science/_/N-1z12sxoZ1z13l8l?_ps=1206
http://www.pearson.com.au/products/Secondary-Science/_/N-1z12sxoZ1z13lc5?_ps=1206
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viC puB Date 2011

heinemann physics (3e) enhanced 

This Enhanced third edition has been updated to support 
the vCE Physics Study Design, and together with the 
enhanced digital support of Pearson Reader, this vCE 
Physics package is even easier to use.

student Book and cD   
$81.95 each
year 11 • 978 1 4425 5405 4 
year 12 • 978 1 4425 5458 0

pearson reader 1.0 access card 
$57.35 each
year 11 • 978 1 4425 7941 5 
year 12 • 978 1 4425 7942 2

pr and sB combo pack   
$86.95 each
year 11 • 978 1 4425 8083 1 
year 12 • 978 1 4425 8084 8

pearson places 
student productlink Free  
with this series 
teacher productlink Free  
with this series

sB • student Book 
pr • pearson reader

Qld PUB DATE 2007–2008

heinemann queensland science project: 
physics – a contextual approach (2e)
Written specifically to support the Queensland Physics syllabus, the 
subject is presented in modern and stimulating contexts with an 
emphasis on Queensland examples and case studies.

ib PUB DATE 2009

physics for the iB Diploma
Written by two highly experienced IB Physics teachers and 
workshop leaders specifically for the International Baccalaureate 
Physics Course

wa PUB DATE 2008

heinemann physics content and contexts
Developed especially to support the Western Australian  
Physics Course of Study, these books deliver the essential  
content comprehensively in real–world contexts to engage  
and motivate students. 

student Book   $49.95
standard • 978 0 4359 9447 1 

student Book   $69.95
higher • 978 0 4359 9442 6 

student Book and cD  $77.95 each
units 2a & 2B • 978 1 7408  1791 2 
units 3a & 3B • 978 1 4425 1140 8

pearson places 
teacher productlink Free with this 
series

student Book and cD $93.95
978 1 7408 1917 6

teacher resource and  
assessment Disk   $220.00
978 1 7408 1872 8

teacher productlink Free with this 
series

physics

if  you aren ’ T  sure if  The  
cds or dvds included in 
These  series  will  work on 
your coMpuTer,  you can 
browse The  producT online 
aT  www.pearson.coM.au 
To f ind The  recoMMended 
MiniMuM specif icaTions.
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http://www.pearson.com.au/products/Secondary-Science/_/N-1z12sxoZ1z13kct?_ps=1206
http://www.pearson.com.au/products/Secondary-Science/_/N-1z12sxoZ1z13kct?_ps=1206
http://www.pearson.com.au/products/Secondary-Science/_/N-1z12sxoZ1z13jrr?_ps=1206
http://www.pearson.com.au/products/Secondary-Science/_/N-1z12sxoZ1z13jrr?_ps=1206
http://www.pearson.com.au/products/Secondary-Science/_/N-1z12sxoZ1z12u0t?_ps=1206
http://www.pearson.com.au/products/Secondary-Science/_/N-1z12sxoZ1z12u0t?_ps=1206
http://www.pearson.com.au/products/Secondary-International-Baccalaureate-International-Baccalaureate/_/N-vZ1z12syz?_ps=1206
http://www.pearson.com.au/products/Secondary-International-Baccalaureate-International-Baccalaureate/_/N-vZ1z12syz?_ps=1206
http://www.pearson.com.au/


psychology

wa PUB DATE 2007–2009

psychology: self, others and society
This series is designed to meet the requirements of the Psychology 
course in Western Australia and comprehensively address the 
outcomes from Unit 1A through to Unit 3B.

student Book  $76.95
student Book • 978 0 7339 7499 1

workbook  $27.95 each
units 1a & 1B • 978 0 7339 7504 2 
units 2a & 2B • 978 0 7339 9114 1 
units 3a & 3B • 978 0 7339 7503 5

pearson places
student productlink Free with this series 
teacher productlink Free with this series

ib PUB DATE 2010

psychology for the iB Diploma
Written and developed by practising IB teachers specifically for 
the International Baccalaureate Psychology Course.

standard  $49.95
978 0 4350 3288 3

There’s one place where you can discover  
a rich source of digital learning and teaching 
resources. There are almost 2000 science 
activities and exercises suitable for Years 
7–10, catering to a range of learning styles 
and capability levels, and more than 18 000 
Biology, Chemistry or Physics activities and 
exercises for senior students.

• Create customised playlists

• Add your own content

• Set homework assignments

• Track students’ progress

• Manage assessments

• Instant student feedback

• Report on test results

It’s a complete education solution online, 
and packs are just $5 per student for a 
year’s subscription.

find out more and get a free 30-day trial at 
www.myteachingplace.com.au
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PUZZLES

01
sudoku

Difficulty: Medium

4 2 5

9 4 1 3 8

7 2

6 1 2 9

3 5 1

9 8 4 3

8 3

4 2 7 6 1

6 1 7

Copyright © 2005-2013 The GNOME Project

w i v e s

02
Criss-Crossword

Use the letters in the starter word as clues to fit 
the rest of the words into the criss-crossword! 
Then unjumble the highlighted letters to discover 
the hidden phrase.

3 letters

anD
rip 
sap

spy
tar
eat

4 letters

Beam
look
your

5 letters

arrow
aztec
skull

stair
shave
wives

6 letters

Ballot
melteD

spiral
symBol

7 letters

eXpress
pyramiD
wilDcat

8 letters

mountain

10 letters

mysterious

03
logiC puzzle

five siblings attend the same school. Use 
the clues to find each child’s favourite 
teacher, year level and best subject.

m
rs

 b
ro

w
n

m
r 

s
m

it
h

m
is

s 
Jo

ne
s

m
r 

w
ils

on

m
is

s 
s

ul
liv

an

ye
ar

 1

ye
ar

 4

ye
ar

 7

ye
ar

 9

ye
ar

 1
2

e
ng

lis
h

m
at

hs

s
ci

en
ce

h
is

to
ry

fr
en

ch

alison

Charlie

emily

greg

susan

english

maths

science

history

french

year 1

year 4

year 7

year 9

year 12

Clues

1. Charlie is three years ahead of Greg.

2. History and french are not taught in Year 1.

3. The English student is in a higher grade than  
Mr Wilson teaches.

4. Alison is the oldest in the family.

5. Mrs Brown does not teach Science.

6. Charlie addresses his favourite teacher  
as Monsieur.

7. The top Science student is in a higher grade 
than the top History student.

8. Greg’s best subject is history with Mr Smith.

9. Susan’s best subject is Maths with  
Miss Sullivan.

10. The top English student is in a grade three 
below that of the top Science student.
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If  you want to know more about the Pearson products and services featured in this magazine, 
or just have a chat about what Pearson can offer you, these are the people you can talk to.

New South Wales & ACT  
Richard Allnutt
Key Account Manager – NSW & ACT
0419 329 083
richard.allnutt@pearson.com.au

Caly James
Senior Education Sales Consultant –
North East
0413 305 481
caly.james@pearson.com.au

Catriona Kennedy
Learning Technology Manager
Lower North Shore, Sydney City,  
Inner West & South, Eastern Suburbs  
and far North Coast
0417 184 868
catriona.kennedy@pearson.com.au

David Gilbert
Senior Education Sales Consultant –  
North West
0421 012 998
david.gilbert@pearson.com.au

Peter Marskell
Education Sales Consultant – South
0418 323 367
peter.marskell@pearson.com.au

South Australia & Northern
Territory
Bev Clasohm
Key Account Manager
0413 305 473
bev.clasohm@pearson.com.au

Western Australia 
Cara Perry
Education Sales Consultant
0413 305 497
cara.perry@pearson.com.au

PeArSoN ProfeSSIoNAl
leArNINg 
For more information about Pearson
Professional Learning, please contact 
Customer Care on 1800 656 685 and ask 
to speak to the professional learning team.

To discuss government and commercial
partnerships, please contact
Adel Habib
Senior Consultant
(03) 9811 2318
adel.habib@pearson.com.au

or email Pearson Professional Learning at
ppladmin@pearson.com.au

EDUCATION SALES  
CONSULTANTS
Victoria & Tasmania
Ingrid Maling
Senior Education Sales Consultant – South
0413 305 614
ingrid.maling@pearson.com.au

Matthew Clark
Senior Education Sales Consultant – North
0419 357 030
matthew.clark@pearson.com.au

Michelle Sutton
Education Sales Consultant – East
0418 174 577
michelle.sutton@pearson.com.au

Kirsty Campbell
Senior Education Sales Consultant – West
& Tasmania
0448 918 029
kirsty.campbell@pearson.com.au

Queensland
Noel McBurnie
Education Sales Consultant – Brisbane
south, Toowoomba, Mackay and Townsville
0413 305 495
noel.mcburnie@pearson.com.au

Freya Samuel
Education Sales Consultant – Brisbane
north, Sunshine Coast, Ipswich, Cairns,
Rockhampton
0413 305 609
freya.samuel@pearson.com.au

LET’S STAY IN TOUCH

CUSTOMER CARE
Free phone 1800 656 685  Free fax 1800 642 270  Email schools@pearson.com.au

Browse and buy at www.pearson.com.au/secondary

Keep in touch and subscribe at www.pearson.com.au/secondary/subscribe

Contact Customer Care directly on 
free phone 1800 656 685 free fax 1800 642 270  

or schools@pearson.com.au

 www.pearson.com.au/secondary  F–12 Catalogue App: pearson.com.au/secondary/app

 www.facebook.com/PearsonAustraliaSecondary  www.pinterest.com/pearsonau

 www.twitter.com/Pearson_Schools  www.youtube.com/pearsonschools

http://www.pearson.com.au/educator/pearson-schools-f-12-catalogue-app/


 

More than 200 events and 3500 
products at your fingertips

Available in the iTunes and Androids stores. 
www.pearson.com.au/schools/app

The Pearson F–12 Catalogue App is better than ever, with all the newest releases 
for 2014 now included. Install the app on your iPad or Android device today and find 
thousands of resources at your fingertips.

Download 

Once you’ve installed the app on your iPad 
or Android tablet you can browse online 
or offline - you don’t need an internet 
connection after installation.

Review 

Customise by state and school level, then 
choose your subject area to find the series 
that are the most relevant to you.

Share  

Add series or individual titles to your 
wishlist. You can share you wishlist with a 
friend, or email a Pearson Education Sales 
Consultant to request a quote.




